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The  difference
Owning a Miche means never having to switch handbags again!  
Our unique magnetic interchangeable exterior Shells allow you to change 
the look of your bag without the bother of moving all your essentials to a 
new purse. There’s a size for every occasion and need, and with dozens of 
ever changing on trend fashion styles and accessories to choose from, it’s 
easy to create a look that’s uniquely you.

SUMMER 2020/21

MINI base 
$69.95 base only

Beige fabric interior features  
one open elastic pocket 

Length: 20.3cm 
Width: 10.15cm  
Height: 15.24cm

Handle pictured comes with bag 
Handle length: 60.96cm  
Handle drop: 27.94cm 

CLASSIC base 
$79.95 base only

Beige fabric interior features  
two open elastic pockets and  
one full-length zippered pocket  
Top zipper closure

Length: 29.85cm  
Width: 14.16cm  
Height: 16.5cm

Handles pictured come with bag 
Handle length: 42.52cm  
Handle drop: 17.78cm

 

DEMI base 
$89.95 base only

Beige fabric interior features  
one zippered pocket, one small 
open pocket, two medium  
pockets and two pen holders

Top zipper closure  
Length: 35.55cm  
Width: 17.08cm  
Height: 24.1cm 

Handles pictured come with bag 
Handle length: 60.33cm  
Handle drop: 29.85cm

TOTE base 
$99.95 base only

Beige fabric interior includes two 
small open pockets, large open 
pocket with card inserts, two pen 
holders and long zippered pocket

Length: 38.1cm 
Width: 12.7cm 
Height: 30.5cm 

Handles pictured come with bag 
Handle length: 52.71cm  
Handle drop: 25.4cm

ON COVER Model features Pat Tote and Niya Tote.

1. SIZE SELECT A BASE 
              Mini, Classic, Demi or Tote

2. STYLE SELECT A SHELL  
                      from the range

3. SET FINISH THE LOOK 
              with Hardware and Handles
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Embrace Interchangeability & SAVE!

Luxe Shells not included in Collections

Any 2 Mini Shells 55.92 13.98
Any 3 Mini Shells 83.88 20.97
Any 4 Mini Shells 111.84 27.96
Mini Base + Any 2 Mini Shells 97.88 41.97
Mini Base + Any 3 Mini Shells 129.34 45.46
Mini Base + Any 4 Mini Shells 146.80 62.95

PRICE $ SAVE $MINI collections

Any 2 Classic Shells 68.72 17.18
Any 3 Classic Shells 103.08 25.77
Any 4 Classic Shells 137.44 34.36
Classic Base + Any 2 Classic Shells 124.38 41.47
Classic Base + Any 3 Classic Shells 156.59 52.21
Classic Base + Any 4 Classic Shells 188.80 62.95

PRICE $ SAVE $CLASSIC collections

Any 2 Demi Shells 103.92 25.98
Any 3 Demi Shells 155.88 38.97
Any 4 Demi Shells 207.84 51.96
Demi Base + Any 2 Demi Shells 164.88 54.97
Demi Base + Any 3 Demi Shells 227.84 56.96
Demi Base + Any 4 Demi Shells 262.30 87.45

PRICE $ SAVE $DEMI collections

Any 2 Tote Shells 127.92 31.98
Any 3 Tote Shells 191.88 47.97
Any 4 Tote Shells 255.84 63.96
Tote Base + Any 2 Tote Shells 202.68 57.17
Tote Base + Any 3 Tote Shells 271.84 67.96
Tote Base + Any 4 Tote Shells 335.80 83.95

PRICE $ SAVE $TOTE collections
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Model features Mini Patricia 
with Mini Long Strap 

M
IN

I shells



MOLLIE mini
Creamy white textured faux  

leather and black stitching detail  
with angular lines.

$34.95  shell only

BREEZE mini
White textured faux leather with pale 

yellow piping and trim. 
Silver hardware; wrap style.

$34.95  shell only

ALEXA mini
Bright pink faux leather features tan 

trim and a front zippered pocket. 
Silver hardware. 

$34.95  shell only

COLTON mini
Pebble-grain textured faux  

leather with illusion band detailing 
and chic drop plate logo.

$34.95  shell only

GENEVA mini
Cream and orange giraffe print  

canvas featuring faux leather belt  
accent with silver buckle detailing. 

$34.95  shell only
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MINIS

JUDY mini
Vivid green faux leather  
with white accent piping  

and side pockets.

$34.95  shell only

TRISHA mini
Teal green faux  

leather with repeated  
braid detail.

$34.95  shell only

JACKIE mini
Textured teal faux leather  
with bold pleating details  

and side pockets.

$34.95  shell only

BRECKEN mini
Forget-me-not blue faux leather  

is offset by simple appliquéd  
padded details in blue-grey.

$34.95  shell only

MARCY mini
Pale blue faux leather  

texture with gold hardware  
and zipper detail. 

$34.95  shell only

PATRICIA mini
Electric coral faux leather  
with contrasting oblique  

white stitching.

$34.95  shell only

EMERY mini
Buttery yellow soft suede faux 

leather featuring a front zippered 
pocket, piping and strap detail.

$34.95  shell only

CLARRISA mini
Bright yellow faux leather  
delightfully accented with  

white contrast piping.

$34.95  shell only

YOLANDA mini
Golden caramel faux  

leather with white detail  
and gold hardware.

$34.95  shell only

JAYDEN mini
Pebble textured cream  
faux leather with dusty  

purple croc scallop detail.

$34.95  shell only



COLE mini
Dark pink faux leather 

complemented by diagonal  
snow-white stripes.

$34.95  shell only

LILY mini
A rich plum high-gloss  
faux patent leather in  

a fabulous croc pattern.

$34.95  shell only

GABBY mini
Olive green camouflage print  

canvas, accented with faded olive 
panels that feel like suede.

$34.95  shell only

CELINE mini
 Chic oversized MICHE monogram 

is quilt-stitched onto dove-grey 
pebble-textured faux leather with 

silver corner hardware. 

$34.95  shell only

PIPPA mini
Orchid purple lightly-textured faux 
leather with geometric stitching 

detail and rivet accents.

$34.95  shell only

INGA mini
High gloss lizard print faux leather 

in glimmering bronze with soft front 
pleats and dark brown piping detail.

$34.95  shell only

ALICE mini
Bright brick red patent faux  

leather is lightly embossed with  
a tiny waffle print design.

$34.95  shell only

SELENA mini
Dark chocolate faux leather  

with magenta and silver  
chevron striping.

$34.95  shell only

THEA mini
Delicately woven deep black faux 

leather and silver Miche logo plate.

$34.95  shell only

HOPE DOVE mini
White canvas screen printed  

dove and floral pattern with taupe 
accents in faux leather. 

$34.95  shell only

HOPE PAISLEY mini
Large pink paisleys feature a  
script hope word. Light taupe 
canvas with faux lizard detail.

$34.95  shell only

PAIGE mini
Cream and yellow  

classic plaid design  
with black detailing.

$34.95  shell only

VERA mini
Hot neon pink crocodile-print 
faux leather with black faux 

leather top detailing.

$34.95  shell only
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MINIS

ARIANA mini
Deep Purple faux leather  

croc print with black accents  
and side pockets.

$34.95  shell only

BETHANY mini
Iridescent lizard print faux leather 

in shades of brown and yellow with 
lemon accents and pleating details. 

$34.95  shell only



HOPE RED classic
Faith hope and love are defined in 
black and white on a smooth red  

faux leather background. 

$42.95  shell only
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HOPE YELLOW classic
Yellow and black inspirational quotes 
on a silver faux leather background. 

The ultra-chic graffiti design is 
a Miche original.

$42.95  shell only

VIVIAN MUSTARD classic
Delicate pleating in a shade  
of mustard along with silver  

belt buckle design.

$42.95  shell only

Model features Classic Lucia.

C
LA

S
S

IC
 shells



PAMELA classic
Lightly-textured creamy faux leather with 
woven accent in shades of pink, orange, 

yellow and deep blue with silver hardware.

$42.95  shell only

BRETTE classic
Golden caramel faux  

leather with white detail  
and gold hardware.

$42.95  shell only

ALBERTA classic
Lightly-textured red faux leather featuring abstract 

white stripes and contrasting red stitching. 

$42.95  shell only

LUCIA classic
The “luminous” shines in classic red. Soft synthetic 

leather with refined stitching contrasted with black and 
silver studs, side black piping and silver MICHE logo.

$42.95  shell only8  |  CREATA DIRECT

CLASSICS

VIRGINIA classic
Cream faux leather with basket  
weave-textured scallop detail  

in cherry blossom pink.

$42.95  shell only

LETA classic
Bright poppy red ostrich faux  

leather, complemented by a tan belt  
with silver buckle detail.

$42.95  shell only

NICOLE classic
Dark candy pink faux leather 
complemented by diagonal 

snow-white stripes.

$42.95  shell only

COLTON classic

Orange pebble-grain textured faux leather 
with illusion band detailing and chic drop 

plate logo with silver hardware. 

$42.95  shell only

GLORIA classic
Cream and orange giraffe-print canvas 
with faux leather belt and silver buckle 

detailing with rich gold threading.

$42.95  shell only

JANINE classic
Faux leather croc texture in  

salmon-pink colour with ultra-chic  
white corner details.

$42.95  shell only

CHIPPER classic
Ivory and tan faux leather with amethyst 

purple side panels and front angular 
piecing with silver stud detailing.

$42.95  shell only

CONNIE classic
Ultra soft lightly-textured cream faux 
leather with delicate woven accent  

detail and soft pleating accents.

$42.95  shell only

MILA classic
Gloss red faux croc texture  

with contrasting black stitching  
and end pockets.

$42.95  shell only

LYDIA TAN classic
Tan brown corduroy with dual front 
pockets and a front overlap closure. 

$42.95  shell only



FELIZ classic
Deep plum faux leather with a pattern 
in shades of blue, green and purple.  

$42.95  shell only

THEA classic
Black faux woven leather with a finely structured 

framework in deep black and silver Miche logo plate.

$42.95  shell only
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CLASSICS

VIXEN classic
Red and black woven fabric features  
a single oversized snowflake shape  

created from shiny silver rivets.

$42.95  shell only

KELSEY classic
Rust faux leather with latte and cocoa 

piecing, dark brown stitching with brass 
rivet accents and a single deep pleat.

$42.95  shell only

CHARITY classic
Marble-textured faux leather in toasted 

almond offset by black detailing and 
leopard-patterned inset.

$42.95  shell only

ELIANA classic
High gloss lime green faux  

leather with a crisp white stripe  
and white stitching detail.

$42.95  shell only

EMMIE classic
Two shades of lilac with rich  

lavender faux leather and front pleat  
with accent detailing.

$42.95  shell only

ELAINE classic
Rich textured mint green  
faux leather with diagonal  
stitching and white piping.

$42.95  shell only

HOPE PAISLEY classic
Large pink paisleys feature a script  
“hope” word. Light taupe canvas  

with faux leather lizard detail.

$42.95  shell only

TRISHA classic
Teal green faux  

leather with repeated  
braid detail.

$42.95  shell only

MARCY classic
Pale blue faux leather  

texture with gold hardware  
and zipper detail. 

$42.95  shell only

ALEXA classic
Bright pink faux leather  

with tan trim, front zippered  
pocket and silver hardware.

$42.95  shell only

AUTUMN classic
Textured teal faux leather  
with bold pleating details  

and side pockets.

$42.95  shell only

ANETTE classic
impresses with an elegant urban design in the 

trendy colour blocking look. With a combination of 
white and black it fits perfectly with any outfit.

 $42.95  shell only

MARIA classic
Soft cream faux leather with a custom abstract 

floral print accent in shades of purple, blue, sage 
green and burgundy red.

$42.95  shell only
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HOPE DOVE classic
White canvas screen printed dove and  
floral pattern with subtle “hope“ script  

with taupe accents in faux leather.

$42.95  shell only

CLASSICS

BECKY classic
Dark pine needle green faux leather with 
high-gloss black abstract leopard spots, 

covered button accents and black piping.

$42.95 shell only

CHASE classic
Chevron-print faux leather in shades of 
brown and sage ripple with olive green 

crisscross accents and a demure sheen.

$42.95  shell only

GRETCHEN classic
Printed abstract flowers in canvas, plum 
faux leather with a creamy background 
and oversized silver dome head studs.

$42.95  shell only

CARLIE classic
Lightly-textured faux leather in pure snowy 

white with contrasting black piping and 
oversized stud accents.

$42.95  shell only

TERRA classic
Hunter green faux leather with tan 

banding accents and silver hardware

$42.95  shell only

GABBY classic
Camouflage print canvas in various 

shades of olive green with faded olive  
faux leather on both sides.

$42.95  shell only

ANNABELLE classic
Marbled faux leather croc print in  

deep purple with buckle detailing and 
white contrast stitching.

$42.95  shell only

TANYA classic
Glossy faux snake skin in shades  

of green, offset with black contrast 
stitching and bottom corner accents. 

$42.95  shell only

NORMA classic
Glossy emerald snake faux leather 

 in dark grey and black accents  
with buckle detail 

$42.95  shell only

LILLIAN classic

Plum high-gloss faux  
patent leather in a fabulous  

croc pattern. 

$42.95  shell only

VICKY classic
High gloss lizard print faux leather in 

glimmering bronze with soft front pleats 
and dark brown piping detail.

$42.95  shell only



ORGANISERS
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BETH classic
Iridescent lizard print faux leather  

in shades of brown and yellow with  
lemon accents and pleating details.

$42.95  shell only

ALICIA classic
Ultra soft light almond faux leather  

with zippered detailing reveals  
peek-a-boo neon yellow.

$42.95  shell only

MOSAIC classic
Grey faux leather features seafoam 
green and navy angular color-block 

piecing with single side seam. 
Silver hardware. 

$42.95  shell only

JENNY classic
Grey faux leather features seafoam green 
and navy angular color-block piecing with 

single side seam. Silver hardware. 

$49.95  shell only

BLUE SYDNEY classic
Navy blue faux leather with black  

and cream center stripe detail  
and MICHE plate logo. 

$42.95  shell only

HOPE PINK classic
Words of hope and encouragement in 

silver, pink, and black printed on smooth 
faux leather. 

$42.95  shell only

MEREDITH classic
Cobalt blue faux leather with front seam 

detailing and gold rivet accents. 

$42.95  shell only

SKYE classic
White faux leather with fuchsia accents 
and black piping are perfectly accented 

by the black and fuchsia stitching.

$42.95  shell only

DEMI/TOTE closet organiser

Holds up to six shells.

$54.95

MINI/CLASSIC closet organiser

Holds up to thirteen shells.

$44.95

PURSE organiser
Insert into your Classic Miche 
Bag.  
A great organiser for phone, 
keys lipsticks etc.

$24.95

BROWN LACE POCKETTES
Lace Pockettes for a Classic Base 
adds additional side storage for all 
your extra accessories.

$19.95

CLASSICS



CONVERSION KIT 

$24.95

ACCESSORIES

BROWN  
33cm (set of 2) 

$19.95
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1.5” SILVER  

(4pk) $19.95
(2pk) $14.95

1.5” BRASS (4pk) 

$19.95
1.5” GOLD (4pk)  

$19.95
1” GOLD (4pk) 

$16.95
1” SILVER (4pk) 

$16.95
1” BRASS (4pk) 

$16.95

WHITE CROC  
56cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

TAN ROPE  
59cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

TAUPE  
59cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

ROLLED WHITE  
53cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

SILVER 
33cm (set of 2) 

$19.95

YELLOW SNAKE  
35cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

CHESTNUT  
33cm (set of 2) 

$19.95

CREAM 
33cm (set of 2) 

$19.95

CHAMPAGNE  
METALLIC 

59cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

ESPRESSO  
ROPE

56cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

RED  
PATENT  

30cm (set of 2) 

$14.95

ADJUSTABLE BLACK STRAP  
56cm – 99cm 

$19.95 each or 
 (set of 2) $29.95

CLASSIC BLACK 
30.5cm (set of 2) 

$14.95

SHOULDER STRAP 
94cm 

$19.95

BLACK STRAPS 
(set of 2)

SHORT 
53cm 

$14.95 

MEDIUM 
58cm 

$14.95

INTERCHANGEABLE  
CHAIN SET GOLD OR SILVER 

Set of 4 bright gold or silver chains that work  
with all Interchangeable Handle Straps 

$39.95

MINI WHITE CROC WITH GOLD HANDLE  
MINI ANTIQUE WITH BRASS HANDLE

L: 62cm; Handle drop: 29cm 

$19.95 

Handles & Straps are all 
Interchangeable

BRAIDED CREAM 
58cm (set of 2) 

includes carabiners 

$29.95

BRAIDED  
BLACK 

61cm (set of 2) 

$29.95

MINI LONG  
BLACK HANDLE

L: 122cm

$19.95
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ROSE demi
Warm wheat faux leather with  

apricot accents, zipper and magnetic 
tongue closure on front pocket. 

$64.95  shell only

EMERY demi
Buttery yellow soft suede faux  

leather featuring a front zippered  
pocket, piping and strap detail. 

$64.95  shell only

ANNDREA demi
Brilliant white croc faux leather  

with double zipper detail  
and gold hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

COLTON demi
Pebble-grain textured faux leather in 

orange shades with illusion band  
detailing and chic drop plate logo. 

$64.95  shell only
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Models features Demi Judith with 

Fashion handles (white Croc), 

Demi Sally with Black Braided 

handles, Demi Rosa with 

Fashion handles (white Croc).



LUCIA demi
“Luminous” shines in classic red. Soft synthetic 

leather with refined stitching contrasted with 
black and silver studs and side black piping.

$64.95  shell only
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LANA demi
Rich textured mint green faux  
leather with diagonal stitching, 
white piping and side pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

JORDON demi
Ultra smooth dove grey faux  

leather with bright green belt detail, 
extra long tassels and side pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

JUDITH demi
Vivid green faux leather with  

accent piping and front  
zipper pocket. 

$64.95  shell only

KAYE demi
Golden caramel faux leather  

with white detail, gold hardware  
and side pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

DEMIS

BRIELLA demi
Warm brown ultra soft textured faux 

leather, with black contrasting stitching, 
side pockets and antique brass hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

KAITLYN demi
Fire-engine red matte croc faux  

leather features light tan detailing  
and rivet accents.

$64.95  shell only

CAYLIN demi
Cotton Candy faux leather with a taupe 
collar and diamond stitching side detail 

with gold hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

SALLY demi
Neon shade of aqua with pleating  
detail, chic black contrast stitching  

and silver hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

EMILYE demi
Two shades of lilac with rich  

lavender faux leather and front pleat  
with accent detailing. 

$64.95  shell only

GIANNA demi
Giraffe-print canvas with double faux 
leather belt and silver buckle detailing 
with rich gold threading throughout.

$64.95  shell only

JENNY demi
Two shades of blue with two vertical 

stripes in black and lateral flower 
tendrils embroidered in light blue silk yarn. 

$64.95  shell only



RUBY demi
Marble-textured faux leather in berry 

is offset by trim in a lighter shade with 
silver-bar hardware.

$64.95  shell only

VELOCITY demi
Emerald faux leather with diagonal 

stitching detail and a back zippered 

pocket and debossed logo. 

$64.95  shell only
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LORETTA demi
Bright poppy red ostrich faux  

leather, complemented by a tan belt  
with silver buckle detail. 

$64.95  shell only

ROSA demi
Unique custom print in shades of berry 
with just a touch of navy on a white faux 

leather background along with Berry 
piecing and strap detail. 

$64.95  shell only

ALICIA demi
Ultra soft light almond faux leather  

with zippered detailing reveals  
peek-a-boo neon yellow. 

$64.95  shell only

DEMIS

JENNICA  demi
Dijon yellow faux leather in a  

semi-gloss snake skin pattern.  
Criss-cross and pleat detailing. 

$64.95  shell only

CONSTANCE demi
Creamy white faux leather with delicate 
woven piece on the front, antique brass 

hardware and back zippered pocket. 

$64.95  shell only

ANNETTE demi
Impresses with an elegant urban design 
in the trendy colour blocking look. With 
a combination of white and black it fits 

perfectly with any outfit. 

$64.95  shell only

DENA demi
Bright green faux lizard with contrasting 
black-painted edges and gold hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

SKYE demi
 White faux leather with fuchsia 
accents and black piping are 

perfectly accented by the black 
and fuchsia stitching. 

$64.95  shell only



D
EM

I shells
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Model features Demi Skye 

with Adjustable Black Strap.
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DEMIS

CHRISTINA demi
Ultra soft, smooth black faux  

leather with demi-gloss snake print, 
pleating detail and gold studs.

$64.95  shell only

HOPE PAISLEY demi
Large pink paisleys feature a script 
“hope” word. Light taupe canvas  

with faux leather lizard detail. 

$64.95  shell only

MELINDA demi
Abstract snake print in shades of  

purple, blue, white and black with faux 
leather trim in deep violet-blue. 

$64.95  shell only

KJERSTI demi

Chevron-print faux leather in shades  
of tan, brown, cream and sage with 

olive green crisscross accents. 

$64.95  shell only

LESLIE demi

Tan and black textured snakeskin 
coated canvas is offset by light tan 

details along the bottom. 
$64.95  shell only

PEGGY demi

Cream faux leather with  
basket weave-textured scallop detail  

in pale mint green. 

$64.95  shell only

DEIDRE demi
Diamond patterned jet black jacquard 
faux leather with roomy end pockets  

and snap-front mini pocket. 

$64.95  shell only

HONOR demi
Original Miche branded jacquard fabric 
featuring the classic M logo. Black on  

black with silver hardware.

$64.95  shell only

BIANCA demi
Matte, distressed snake  
skin print in faux leather  

with tan detailing. 

$64.95  shell only

PAULA demi
Iridescent lizard print faux leather in 

shades of brown and yellow with lemon 
accents and pleating details. 

$64.95  shell only

MAXINE demi
Charcoal black denim fabric with 

accents in tan faux leather trim and   
tan embroidered lettering.  

$64.95  shell only
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DEMIS

ELSA demi
Rich, dark spruce green faux leather 
features unique strip cut details and 
weathered antique brass hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

GABBY demi
Camouflage print canvas in various 

shades of olive green with faded olive 
faux leather on both sides. 

$64.95  shell only

DAWN demi
Cinnamon faux leather with piping  
and striping details and convenient  

built-in end pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

BRENDA demi
Dark pine needle green faux leather with 
black abstract leopard spots, covered  

button accents, and black piping details. 

$64.95  shell only

ANA demi
Rich marbled faux leather croc print in 
deep wine purple with black accents 

down the front and across side pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

GRETCHEN demi
Abstract flowers printed on canvas  
with taupe background, plum faux 

 leather trim and oversized silver studs. 

$64.95  shell only

MONICA demi

Patent faux leather in candy  
apple red with marble design print,  

back zippered pocket. 

$64.95  shell only

CECILIA demi
Bold glossy cerise-red patent  

faux leather with chic front buckle  
accent and deep side-pockets. 

$64.95  shell only

JENNA demi
Ebony and creamy taupe leopard print  
faux leather with criss crossing strips of 
black on the front along with tiny rivets. 

$64.95  shell only

MADISON demi
Golden tan textured faux leather with 

deep blue accents and strap detail with 
antique brass hardware. 

$64.95  shell only

THEA demi
Black faux leather with a finely structured 
framework in deep black, and silver Miche 

logo plate along with two side pockets. 

$64.95  shell only



TO
TE shells

Model features Tote Rosalyn. 

ELOISE tote
Ultra-smooth tan faux leather, 
camel details, silver hardware 

and oversized zippered pocket. 

$79.95  shell only
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HOPE DOVE tote
White canvas screen printed 
dove and floral pattern with 

subtle “hope” script with taupe 
accents in faux leather. 

$79.95  shell only

PAULETTE tote
Iridescent lizard print faux 

leather in shades of brown and 
yellow with lemon accents  

and pleating details. 

$79.95  shell only

MARIA tote
Soft cream faux leather with a 

custom abstract floral print accent 
in shades of purple, blue, sage 

green and burgundy red.  
$79.95  shell only
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TOTES

RYANN tote

Bright turquoise faux leather  
is punctuated with two zippered  

front pockets, white detailing  
and rivet accents. 
$79.95  shell only

ROCHELLE tote

Fire-engine red matte croc faux 
leather features light tan detailing 
and rivet accents on the front and 

end pockets. 
$79.95  shell only

PAT tote

Electric coral textured faux leather 
features chic contrasting white 

piping on one corner and along the 
end pockets. 

$79.95  shell only

RUBY tote

Marble-textured faux leather in berry 
with lighter shade trim and silver-bar 

hardware on the ends.  
$79.95  shell only

DRAGONFLY tote

Medium cream faux leather accents 
with coral painted edges with light 

cream fabric in shades of coral, with  
the word “HOPE” spelled out in  
each flitting dragonfly’s wings. 

$79.95  shell only

TRISHA tote

Teal green faux leather  
with repeated braid detail  

and side pockets. 
$79.95  shell only

COURTNEY tote
Cream and black canvas leaf print  

with mint green faux leather accents and  
snap-closure pockets. 

$79.95  shell only

NIYA tote
Bright cobalt blue pebble grain  

faux leather texture with gold zipper  
and tiny rivet details. 

$79.95  shell only

HOPE PAISLEY tote
Large pink paisleys feature a script  
“hope” word. Light taupe canvas 

with faux leather lizard detail. 
$79.95  shell only

AMANDA tote
Soft pink cotton candy colour  
with wave design and smooth 

carnation faux leather with 
almond piping. 

$79.95  shell only

MELANIE tote
Silky-smooth snowy white faux 
leather with contrasting black 

stitching and piping. 
$79.95  shell only

CHARLEE tote
Creamy white faux leather with 

delicate woven piece on the 
front, antique brass hardware 
and back zippered pocket. 

$79.95  shell only

FARRAH tote
Almond snake skin with 

pleated detailing on the front 
and side pockets. 
$79.95  shell only

ANGIE tote
Brilliant white croc faux leather 
with double zipper detail and 

gold hardware. 
$79.95  shell only

BLANCHE tote
Orange stingray-textured faux 

leather with subtle snake skin print 
overlay. Tangerine faux leather 

accents with detachable tassel. 
$79.95  shell only
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TOTES

ANNISTYN tote

Purple and metallic gold with  
semi gloss textured croc leather 
faux with architectural overlays  

and stitching. 
$79.95  shell only

REBEKAH tote

Woven faux leather with geometric 
accents and rivet details in brilliant 
metallic champagne features warm 

rosy undertones. 
$79.95  shell only

VALICITY tote

High gloss lizard print faux leather  
in glimmering bronze with soft front 
pleats and dark brown piping detail. 

$79.95  shell only

MAGDA tote

Coated canvas fabric in midnight 
blues with pebble grain faux leather 
in rich chestnut brown, tassel detail 

and gold hardware. 
$79.95  shell only

GRETCHEN tote

Printed abstract flowers in canvas 
deep plum faux leather with a 

creamy taupe background and 
oversized silver dome head studs. 

$79.95  shell only

ALICIA tote

Ultra-soft light almond faux leather 
features decorative zippered ends, 

revealing her peek-a-boo neon 
yellow surprise underneath. 

$79.95  shell only

BREANNE tote

Warm brown ultra-soft faux leather  
with black contrasting stitching  

and brass hardware. 
$79.95  shell only

NEISHA tote

Classic hounds tooth fabric in a 
miniature pattern is flecked with the 
tiniest hints of silver and black faux 
leather wave detail across the top. 

$79.95  shell only

GABBY tote

Camouflage print canvas in various 
shades of olive green with faded 
olive faux leather on both sides. 

$79.95  shell only

CINDRA tote

Smooth faux leather in newspaper 
print design, offset by high gloss 
navy blue patent accents with 

rivet details.  
$79.95  shell only

SIENNA tote

Dark chocolate faux leather with 
magenta chevron and silver detail. 

Bottom loops transform this 
handbag into a backpack.  

$79.95  shell only

ANASTASIA tote

Marbled faux leather croc print  
in wine purple with front  

black double buckle. 
$79.95  shell only

MCCALL tote

Blue-violet embossed snake faux 
leather along with Art Deco-style  

silver hardware  
$79.95  shell only

KATY tote

Abstract rose print in red, pink,  
yellow and green with tuxedo  
ruffles and black trim details.  

$79.95  shell only

JOCELYNNE tote

Zebra print in dark plum and white 
faux leather with front slanted piping 
detail in the deepest shade of purple.  

$79.95  shell only

HOPE tote

The Black and White Hope 
Shell is simple in design with 

inspirational quotes and packs a 
powerful message. 
$79.95  shell only



HOPE RED tote

Faith, hope and love are 
beautifully defined in black and 

white on a smooth, red faux 
leather background. 

$79.95  shell only

ROSALYN tote

Luscious deep plum colour with 
cobblestone textured faux leather. 

$79.95  shell only
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JANICE tote

Navy blue faux leather in an embossed 
woven pattern with black detailing, 

white stitching and knotted tie.  
$79.95  shell only

ALLIE tote

Soft cream faux leather with a custom 
abstract floral print accent in shades 

of purple, blue, sage green and 
burgundy red.   

$79.95  shell only

HOPE PURPLE tote

Smooth grey faux leather with plum 
accents and delightful polka dots in 
varying shades of purple and grey. 

$79.95  shell only

ROBIE tote

Amethyst textured faux leather with  
piping accent in soft dove grey. 

$79.95  shell only

HOPE ARGYLE tote

Smooth pure white faux leather with 
contrasting green and blue lettering and 

bright green details. The letters in the 
word “Hope” feature appliquéd  

faux leather. 
$79.95  shell only

PARKER tote
Chartreuse green croc pattern 

faux leather with modern 
geometric front inserts.  

$79.95  shell only

DEANNA tote

Ultra-soft iridescent olive green 
faux leather in lizard pattern,offset 

by black faux leather detailing. 
$79.95  shell only

VALARIE tote

Creamy tan and black snakeskin 
with a silvery shimmer and black faux 

leather detailing. 
$79.95  shell only
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Model features Tote Magda 

with Black Braided Handles.



CREATA COUTURE
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Available in  
DEEP RED

DAZZLING BLUE

Height 26cm 
Width 40cm 
Handle Drop 15cm

$99.95

Show your confidence with the 
textured Gro Grain Gorgeous bag  
in the boldest colours of Dazzling  
Blue and Deep Red. Featuring  
Gold hardware and zippered 
compartments for containing  
all your little needs.

GRO GRAIN  
GORGEOUS

AFTER DARK

Edgy and elegant pewter combination for day 
or night. This petite bag has attitude with its 
smooth ruffle texture and detailed gunmetal 
chain long handle. Remove the handle and 
transform it into a sophisticated clutch with  
a detachable strap.

The Perfectly Petite in Midnight is your 
evening essential. A textured mini bag with 
silver hardware and a detachable chain 
detail long handle for pairing with your 
favourite LBD.

Height 15.5cm 
Width 21cm 
Strap Length 118cm 

$79.95

PERFECTLY 
PETITE

Height 15.5cm 
Width 21cm 
Strap Length  
118cm 

$79.95

THE CONVERTIBLE

This clever Convertible can  
be worn as a Slouch, Tote or 
Backpack. Features a front zip 
pocket with tassel for your mobile 
phone and two main roomy 
zippered pockets with internal 
compartments.

Available in  
VANILLA AND NUTMEG 

$79.95
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THE RIVIERA

The Riviera is your ticket to effortlessly classic 
style. A large neutral straw look tote perfect 
for days out. Features Gold hardware, long 
brown straps, an inside zippered pocket and 
two small inside pockets.

Height 27cm  
Width 47cm 
Handle  
Drop 26cm

$79.95

THE  
CALIFORNIA
Available in ALUMINIUM 
(as featured on model)

Height 35cm  
Width 60cm 
Handle Drop 26cm

$129.95

Complete your handbag  
collection with The California. 
This woven tote is perfect for stylishly running errands, trips abroad  
or carrying all your weekend essentials. The California includes  
a large inside wallet for containing all your little essentials.



Fit everything from your laptop to your lipstick in this amazing 
trio handbag that has it all. Easy clip handle that turns 
your laptop bag into an out-to-lunch handbag in seconds. 
Convenient, stylish and practical.

Available in MOSS GREEN & 
BLACK ROCK

OUTER BAG
Height 32cm 
Width 17cm 
Handle Drop 23cm

3-IN-1 BAG

The Divine Bag defines the 
Creata Couture line, offering  
one bag with many possible 
looks and styles with 
interchangeability. Laser  
cut faux leather basket  
frame, with “CC” script  
on the front, stunning  
design complimented  
by matching rope  
handles.

Available in RED  
& BRONZE

Height 29.5cm 
Width 13cm 
Handle Drop  
23cm 

$114.95

DIVINE BAG

Metallic Bronze and Silver 
bags are stunning, with a 
shimmering elegance that 
looks great in all our Divine 
Bag outers.

Available in  
BRONZE & SILVER

Height 12cm 
Width 26cm 

$34.95

Interchangeable 
INNER BAGS

Available in TAN LEATHER  
& GOLD PLATE OR  
BLACK LEATHER  
& SILVER PLATE

Width 2.5cm 

$59.95

LEATHER CUFF

Step out in style with this fabulous  
chain bag. Wear it over the shoulder  
using the long chain, or as a classic 
over your arm handbag using the 
 two shorter chains.  
Includes a handy inner purse.

Available in  
BURNT ORANGE 
SLATE GREY  
& LEOPARD 
Height 33cm, Width 35cm 
Handle Drop 36cm 

$129.95

CHAIN BAG

INNER BAG 
Height 27cm 
Width 13cm 
Adjustable strap 36cm - 111cm

$119.95
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This innovative, clever  
design is a handbag printed 
on the handbag! Great fun  
and funky for urban chic!

Height 26.5cm 
Width 39cm 
Handle Drop12.5cm 

$99.95

URBAN BAG 

This large tote style bag 
fits just about anything 
and has a convenient 
purse with strap  
attached which sits  
neatly inside  
the bag.

Available in  
DUSTY PINK, 
GREEN APPLE  
& EGGSHELL  
BLUE 
Height 34.5cm 
Width 32cm 
Handle Drop  
28cm 

$49.95

CARRY ALL
With two handy outside zipper pockets plus 
opening front zipper pocket, the Zipper tote  
is roomy, stylish & fabulous!

Available in  FAWN BROWN,  
BURNT RED & EBONY

Height 35cm 
Width 40cm 
Handle Drop  
20cm 

$129.95

ZIPPER TOTE

inspired by international polka dot 
sensations, this neutral Tan & White 
stylish large bag comes with gorgeous 
rope handles to compliment.

POLKA TOTE 
& NECKLACE 

$79.95

Polka Necklace available  
in TAN

Diameter 7.8cm 
Drop 43cm 

$39.95

Great Charms for Miche  
and Creata Couture  
handbags or add to the  

Creata Couture Necklace. 
 
Available in GUNMETAL  
& IMITATION SILVER 
 

Interchangeable 
JEWELLERY

Necklace $59.95 
Black Glass Stone in both $19.95 
Orange Glass Stone in both $19.95 
Flower in both $17.95 
Heart in both $17.95 

Burnt Red Zipper  
Tote shown here  
with Interchangeable 
Jewellery Charms  
(below)
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